SAMUEL BUTLER
[Born 1612. Satirist The son of a farmer. In early youth he
was page to the Countess of Kent, and thereafter Clerk to various
Puritan Justices. After the Restoration he became Secretary to the
Lord President of Wales. At this time he married a widow of means,
which however were soon dissipated. In 1663 the first part of
Hudibras appeared and the other two in 1664 and 1678. Hudibrasy
which stands at the head of the satirical literature of England, is the
most remarkable document of the reaction against Puritanism at
the Restoration, and might be taken as the seamy side of The Pilgrim's
Progress, being directed not against righteousness, but against self-
righteousness. This book was immensely popular and King Charles IE
always carried a copy with him. Nevertheless, Butler died in extreme
poverty in 1680.]
H
IS father was a man but of slender fortune, and to
breed him at schoole was as much education as he was
able to reach to. When but a Boy he would make
observations and reflections on every Thing one sayd or did,
and censure it to be either well or ill. He was never at the
University, for the reason alledged.
He came when a young man to be a servant to the Countesse
of Kent, whom he served severall yeares : she gave her Gentle-
men 20 pounds per annum a-piece. Here, besides his Study,
he employed his time much in painting and drawing, and also
in Musique. He was thinking once to have made painting his
Profession. His love to and skill in painting made a great
friendship between him and Mr, Samuel Cowper (the Prince
of Limners of this Age.)
He was Secretarie to the Duke of Bucks, when he was
Chancellor of Cambridge. He might have had Preferments
at first; but he would not accept any but very good ones, so
at last he had none at all, and dyed in want.
He then studyed the Common Lawes of England, but did
not practise. He maried a good Jointuresse, the relict of one
Morgan, by which meanes he lived comfortably.
John Cleveland was a fellow of St. John's Colledge in
Cambridge, where he was more taken notice of for Ms being
an eminent Disputant, then a good Poet. Being turned out of
his Fellowship for a malignant he came to Oxford, where the
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